
FREEDOWN FOOD 
EXCEPTIONAL MEAT 

COMPANY INFORMATION 
The Freedown Food Company is a well-established source importer of exceptional meats with outstanding taste. We 
suppl~ restaurants, wholesalers and catering outfits on a dail~ basis and national I~ across London. 

We are lead UK distributors of Wagyu Beef, U.S. Grain Fed Beef, Duke of Berkshire Pork and man~ other exceptional 
meats from around the world including Kangaroo, Ostrich and Wild Boar. 

Forman~ ~ears we have been UK agents for Southern Game Meat [Australia's foremost producer of game meats] and for 
Camdeboo [South Africa's largest supplier of game meat] who have now been acquired b~ the largest producer of ostrich 
meat in the world. 

Smaller wholesale and food service orders are processed from our London base, whilst pallet quantit~ wholesale and 
export orders are despatched from our West Cou ntr~ coldstore. We a I so fulfil individua I customer orders via our website. 
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DUKE OF BERKSHIRE PORK 
Duke of Berkshire Pork is butchered from the rare-breed 'Berkshire' pigs, descended from Queen Victoria's own prized 
boar named 'Ace of Spades'. The meat is succulent and more flavourful than standard pork with a stronger pigg~ flavour, 
the wa~ pork used to taste! 

UNIOUE FLAVOUR 
The reputation of this breed extends the world over and is high I~ prized in Japan as "Kurobuta". The unique taste and 
meat qual it~ are the result of the ver~ special genetic properties of this Berkshire breed which ~ield a finer and more del
icate muscular structure and a waxier texture to the fat cells. After cutting there is ver~ little loss of juices from the meat, 
a fact that is much appreciated b~ chefs around the world. 

AN INVESTMENT IN OUALITY 
Berkshire pigs eat a lot more than most other breeds 
of pig and the~ are genetical I~ predisposed to develop
ing more fat within the meat. Furthermore the sows 
give birth to onl~ five or six piglets, half as man~ as 
most breeds. These two facts mean that a huge invest
ment is made b~ breeders of Berkshire pigs and this 
investment is protected b~ ensuring that all the pork 
)roduced is of the ver~ highest qua lit~. 
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IBERIAN PATA NEGRA PORK 
Discover the sensational flavour of Spain's most prized. Used in Spain to produce the best qual it~ hams our 
range of fresh pork cuts are packed with flavour and succulence. We sell a wide range of standard and tradi
tional Spanish cuts such as cheeks, collar, the 'presa' [a muscle within the shoulder] and the glorious 'secre
ta' [from the top of the shoulder]. 

THE FAMOUS IBERIAN PATA NEGRA PIG 
Our Iberian pork comes from the legendar~ I be rico black pig, known around the world for producing the exquisite Spanish 
serrano ham. Raised across Castilla-La Mancha, Andalusia and Estremadura this exceptional breed of pig produces a 
rich, dark and heavil~ marbled meat. 

ADDING A NEW DIMENSION TO PORK. 
The extreme marbling of fat running through the muscles make 
this pork uniquel~ succulent, flavoursome and tender, earning it a 
reputation as the "Wag~u of pork". The Pata Negra [Black Foot] 
breed of pig ~ields darker meat than the more common breeds, 
with a deeper more pronounced flavour that elevates pork dishes 
to new heights. 

SPECIAL CUTS 
We offer a wide range of cuts from these pigs, quartered and 
butchered in the authentic Spanish wa~ ~ielding traditional Span
ish prized cuts such as the Secreta and Pre sa from the shoulder as 
well as the more familiar joints. 

LOW-CHOLESTEROL 
Iberian pork has a high concentration of oleic acids [monounsatu
rated fatt~ acids] which have a beneficia I effect over blood choles
terol levels. The pork fat has 55% oleic acid - onl~ olive oil has a 
higher concentration! 
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS 
We have a solid reputation amongst our customers for providing 

excellent customer service which is wh~ Michelin-starred 

restaurants and gastropubs a like continue to order from us ~ear 

after ~ear. 

Our mission is to provide a customer experience that matches 

our exceptional!~ high qualit~ meat. Our sales staff have 

in-depth knowledge of all our produce and are alwa~s encour

aged to maintain honest and open communication with cus

tomers 

WE'D LIKE TO THANK OUR CUSTOMERS FOR THESE RECENT TESTIMONIALS: 
"Freedown food's US beef is unrivalled. As a chef in search of consistency, quality and taste FF meat more than surpass
es these criteria." 
Arbutus, Wild Honey. Executive Head Chef- Anthony Demetre. 

"'We've dealt with Freedown Food since opening. I've been extremely happy with their great products and service during 
this time." 
Cut at 45 Park Lane. Executive Chef- David Macintyre. 

"'Helped me discover Wagyu Beef, its amazing! Their quality is always consistent and the service is both excellent and 
personal." 
The French Table. Owner/Head Chef- Eric Guignard. 

"'Fast, efficient, great service and awesome meat!!" 
Roka. Head Chef- Cristian Bravaccini. 

"'Freed own foods do a great job. They have some really interesting and unusual products and the quality is first class. 
The USDA beef is fantastic as is the Wagyu. And they have a brilliant sales team who are happy to help advise on what 
will work on your menus. And I have never been let down. I wish I could say that about our other suppliers!" 
Kyloe. Head Chef- David Haetzman. 

"'Freed own food has been one of our top suppliers-- they always go the extra step to ensure that we have top quality and 
service." 
Playboy Club. Executive Chef- Judy Joo. 

"For quality and customer service I have found Freedown Foods a pleasure to work with, their Iberica Pork is perfect in 
quality and price" 
Don ostia Social Club. Proprietor- Paul Belcher. 

"Freedown Food has been an essential partner in the success of my BBO business as their Beef is always perfectly mar
bled for slow smoking" 
Prairie Fire 880. Pit master- Michael Gratz. 

"Freedown Food offers amazing service and consistently great product." 
Zuma. Head Chef- Perry Fuller. 
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U.S. BEEF- TENDER, JUICY AND MARBLED. 
Tender, juicy and beautifully marbled, U.S. beef is recognised worldwide for its succulence and flavour. The cattle are fed 
on grass and then finished for the last 100-150 days of its 24-month life on a carefully balanced grain diet, making the 
beef sweet and succulent with a noticeable improvement in marbling throughout the muscle. 

Grain-finished cattle from the U.S., which are mainly produced from Black Angus and Black Angus cross-breed cattle, 
consistently produce beef of the highest quality. The tenderness and taste clearly distinguishes it from most other meat 
originating from Europe or South America, where cattle are raised exclusively on grass. 

The high standards of U.S. beef are the result of extensive research in cattle breeding. Only a limited variety of breeds are 
used to ensure a consistent quality cattle and subsequently a consistent top quality meat. 

MARBLING 
Flecks of intramuscular fat in the lean muscle- is an important indication of quality in meat. Marbling in beef raises 
palatability by increasing tenderness, juiciness and flavour. The fine marbling in U.S. beef is the result of grain finishing. 

TASTE AND TENDERNESS 
U.S. beef is favoured by many Michelin-starred chefs around the world who recognise the sweeter more succulent 
nature of US beef. Grain feeding also adds to the tenderness of the meat and ensures a softer texture in the mouth. 

U.S. BEEF IS A 100% OUALITY PRODUCT IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH EUROPEAN 
UNION STANDARDS. 
U.S. beef exported to the E.U. originates from animals that have never been treated with growth promotants. Only beef 
produced from animals raised in accordance with the Non-Hormone Treated Cattle [NHTC] program can enter the E.U 
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WAGYU BEEF 
The legendar~ Wagyu beef is arguabl~ the ver~ best beef in the world. The meat from these extraordinar~ breeds of cattle 
is heavil~ marbled with fat, giving it a luxurious and unctuous flavour and texture. An exceptional taste sensation and an 
experience not to be missed b~ an~ gourmet food lover. 
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THE HISTORY 
Wag~u is a Japanese word that simpl~ means Japanese Cattle ["wa" means Japanese, and "g~u" means cattle]. There 
are 4 commercial breeds that come under this name: Japanese Black, Japanese Brown, Japanese Polled, and Japanese 
Shorthorn. Traditional!~, meat-eating was prohibited in Japan b~ the Shogun and the cattle was used as beasts of burden 
until the 1830's, after which these ancient blood lines were bred and developed for consumption using special diets 
[including beer and sake] and special techniques [including massage and music] to create this incredibl~ luxurious and 
marbled beef. 

THE BEEF 
The bloodlines for Wag~u cattle are extreme I~ long and on I~ the ver~ best bulls 
are selected for breeding. Over the last few decades Wag~u herds have 
successful I~ been raised outside of Japan, using the same genetic stock. Our 
Wag~u beef is sourced from Japan, Australia and Chile, where the cows and 
calves are on I~ fed on corn, alfalfa and native grass. For their last 400 da~s the~ 
are finished on a diet of corn, so~ bean based protein, alfalfa, distiller grains and 
some chopped ha~, which gives the beef its unique marbling, tenderness and 
luxurious butter~ flavour. 

THE BENEFITS 
Wag~u beef is arguabl~ the best beef in the world. Its taste and texture are leagues above standard beef and Wag~u beef 
is international!~ recognised as a gourmet delicac~. Because of the cattle's genetic predisposition to marbling and 
special diet Wag~u ~ields a beef that contains a higher percentage of omega-3 and omega-6 fatt~ acids than t~pical beef. 
The increased marbling also improves the ratio of monounsaturated fats to saturated fats. These cattle are treated 
humanel~ and given the best possible care and feeding throughout their lives and the end product reflects that! 
Furthermore no growth-promoting hormones or animal b~-products are used in their feeding program. 
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